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Generation Z:
Step aside Millennials
Sorry Millennials, your time in the limelight is over. Make
way for the new kids on the block - Generation Z - a
generational cohort born between 1995 and 2009, and
larger in size than the Millennials (1980-1994). The current
fixation with Millennials makes them the most studied
generation, which in turn has caused the use of this term to
simplify to a label for anyone that may be young today. The
irony here is that Millennials are not necessarily young
anymore and we run the risk of overlooking the next cohort
- Generation Z - who are now coming of age.
.
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The word ‘Millennial’ is overused and frequently used as
a synonym for being young. Incorrect use of the label for all
young people means that we run the risk of overlooking the
next generational cohort who have their own set of values —
cue Generation Z.

Generation Z: Step aside Millennials
Millennial Fixation Fatigue
Sorry Millennials, your time in the limelight is over. Make way for the new kids on the block —
Generation Z — a generational cohort born between 1995 and 2009, and larger in size than
the Millennials (1980–1994). The current fixation with Millennials makes them the most studied
generation, which in turn has caused the use of this term to simplify to a label for anyone that
may be young today. The irony here is that Millennials are not necessarily young anymore and
we run the risk of overlooking the next cohort – Generation Z – who are now coming of age.
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Gen Z are 25% of the world’s population...
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Source: United Nations — World Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision (June 2017) — 2015 Data

Key Gen Z Characteristics
Tech Innate
Independent
‘We’ focused
Aspirational

Savvy
Entrepreneurial
Financially conservative
Determined
Pragmatic
Social activists

Source: Population Data: UN — World Population prospects 2017 Revision (June 2017), Number of screens for multi-tasking: Sparks & Honey (June 2017),
Ideas in Digital (2015), Vision Critical (2017), Forbes (2017)
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